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-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 1. Introduction [INTRO] 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Hey guys, sorry for the long wait. Here it is, without further ado,  
Syphon Filter: Logan's Shadow's complete hidden evidence list. 

Just a quick note, I just really want to thank each and every contributor 
of the hidden evidence. A lot of people from GameFAQs have helped me, 
and without their help, this list would have taken a lot longer to complete. 
Thanks again guys! 

Oh, and this is actually my first ever FAQ, so it's kind of shoddy. But you are 
here to read the list right? Well, head on down to the complete list below.  

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 2. Version History [VER] 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

24 October 2007 - version 1.0 - first release. 
30 November 2007 - version 1.1 - fixed a mistake on episode 7 - 1. 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 3. Hidden Evidence List [LIST] 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Episode 1 - Cargo Hold Five [EP1] 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Episode 1 - Part 1 - Pirates of Somalia [EP11] 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

1. After dropping to the ship, go down the stair, walk forward into the steamy  
area. There will be a dead body and on him is the hidden evidence. 

2. After you take care of the live warhead, take care of the guards and then  
go to the room right in front of you. In the corner of that room there will be  
a hidden evidence lying on the ground. Use EDSU goggles to help. 

3. Before you pry open the grate, backtrack a bit to the area next to the  
ladder. There is a door with a handle, turn the handle and there is  
a dead body and a hidden evidence in that room. 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Episode 1 - Part 2 - Going Under [EP12] 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

1. After climbing the first stair, ignore the second stair and go down  
the other stair. Go across using RTL and then go into the middle room. 

2. Under the communication tower. 

3. In the helicopter cockpit. 



-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Episode 1 - Part 3 - Ocean's Five [EP13] 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

1. The hole on the big ship at the start of the level. 

2. In the box next to the stove on the second small ship. 

3. Under the water in the area where there is a switch to turn on the  
electricity current. 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Episode 1 - Part 4 - Sea of Darkness [EP14] 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

1. Go through the first section stealthly. Kill everyone you see without  
alerting them, and you will eventually end up with the evidence. 
(Thanks mattrixmatt). 

2. After going down the cargo elevator for the first time, there will be a dead  
body somewhere behind the gate. Use EDSU to help. 

3. After jumping the gate (with the help of a huge dumpster) unlock the gate 
by shooting a lock, then push the dumpster further, climb and get it next to 
a set of armor. 

4. Hack the computer after you drop from the ventilation. 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Episode 2 - Terminal Drift [EP2] 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Episode 2 - Part 1 - What Lies Below [EP21] 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

1. At the start, turn around, face North West look around for a yellow belt on  
a patch of sea grass/rocks. Use EDSU to help. 

2. Watch the enemy that's closest to you when you start the mission. He'll be 
by some coral, then he'll move south-west to a piece of wreckage. The mine 
you're looking for is tethered close to that piece of wreckage. (Thanks CNFiX). 

3. Back to where you start, look a bit toward North West head straight into 
underneath the wrecked ship and look around for a yellow tinge.  
Again use EDSU to help. 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Episode 2 - Part 2 - Depths of Darkness [EP22] 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

1. On the dead body, around the corner before you go up the stair for the  
first time. Top right corner from where you start. 

2. After the water has risen, go back to where you start the level. On one of 
the corner, there will be a valve handle. Turn it, and get the hidden file below 
the valve (next to the gratings). 

3. After you got your warhead and out of the water, before you go up the broken  



bridge, go behind the broken bridge, there will be an alcove which you can  
climb to. Use the RTL, and get the evidence from a dead body. 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Episode 2 - Part 3 - Dead Currents [EP23] 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

1. Assuming you are already on the ceiling, before you push the big screw unto 
the debris, turn left and there will be a hidden evidence lying around there.  
Use EDSU to help. 

2. When you are searching for the terminals to shutdown, from the start point, 
go up the boxes, and go up to the ceiling. There will be a hidden evidence  
lying around up there. 

3. Kill the boss without damaging his armor. 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Episode 2 - Part 4 - Drowning [EP24] 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

1. After you found your sub, look around there, it shouldn't be more than 1m  
away from your sub. Use EDSU to help. 

2. Same place as the first hidden evidence on episode 2-1. 

3. Go to the wrecked ship, to the area where you had to knock on the ship area  
from episode 2-1. Turn around, you should see a lone structure with only one  
door, right in the middle. Enter the room and the hidden evidence is there.  
(Thanks NXMT). 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Episode 3 - Crimson Flood [EP3] 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Episode 3 - Part 1 - Missing Friends [EP31] 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

1. From the start, dive and go forward a little. spot a grate on the right with 
a yellow thingy on it (use EDSU). Open the grate, go up to take a breather, 
go inside the tunnel that you just opened and get the hidden evidence from 
a dead body. 

2. After you reached the balcony and see a guy blown up by a bomb. Kill 
the guards, go inside the 'blowned-up wall' and shine a torch to the left wall. 
You should see a message left by Maggie and you'll also get a hidden  
evidence too. (Thanks moby96 and RodgerTheShrubber). 

3. On the last part where you have to give a cover fire to the resistance 
leader, go down instead and jump out of the window and run to the top left 
corner, the hidden evidence will be lying down there. 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Episode 3 - Part 2 - Found Enemies [EP32] 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

1. When you start, go back to Lian's room and look in one of the corner of her 
room. There will be a hidden evidence lying on top of a cupboard. 



2. Before you boost Trinidad, go to the adjacent room and ask her to come and 
help you move the cupboard that is blocking a door. The hidden evidence is  
lying on one of the corner of that previously blocked room. 

3. When you reach the rooftop and after defeating all of those guards, before 
you go, check the corner of the rooftop near the door (the door that you 
enter to reach the rooftop). There will be a deadbody and a hidden evidence 
on him. 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Episode 3 - Part 3 - Nowhere to Run [EP33] 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

1. In the area where you use the RTL, instead of going across, drop down to the 
canal. Go toward the right gate, and dive. You will find the hidden evidence  
right in front of the gate at the bottom of the canal. 

2. After you got the scene that shows Maggie and her current situation, look 
behind you and get the hidden evidence lying on the floor. 

3. Get into the room that Maggie is in, kill the guards, but don't untie her 
yet.Go to statue that is on fire at the back of the room. The hidden evidence 
is just in front of the fire. 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Episode 4 - Tyorma Redemption [EP4] 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Episode 4 - Part 1 - Trinidad [EP41] 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

1. Make sure you 'win' the interrogation at the start. Just hit those buttons as 
quick as possible and you'll not be put in to the jail. After you put an end to  
the interrogator's missery (by pulling the lever), go out the the hall, and  
before you go down the stair, go to the end of the hall, the hidden evidence  
is lying on the floor near the door.  

2. In the corner of the room, left of the computer that you use to find out  
Maggie's location. It's the room that you use the RTL to access the vent/grate  
thing on the roof and then drop into. (Thanks RodgerTheShrubber). 

3. After you shoot the electric panel. To the right of the panel itself there  
will be another locked door with a dead body lying on the other side. Simply  
walk close to the body and pick up the evidence.  
(Thanks RodgerTheShrubber). 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Episode 4 - Part 2 - Into the Cold [EP42] 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

1. Right behind the starting point, there will be a dead body lying near the  
sewer drain. He is carrying the first hidden evidence.  
(Thanks RodgerTheShrubber). 

2. After Gabe and Maggie decide to split up, you will encounter a handful  
of guards in the forest. After clearing the area, move the the right wall/edge  
of the area and turn on your EDSU goggles. A little walk into the forest you  



will see a circular object on the ground, which contains the  
second hidden evidence. (Thanks RodgerTheShrubber). 

3. The last piece of evidence in the level is at the part when you have to  
destroy the blockade. After dispatching all the enemies DON'T destroy  
the truck yet. on the left edge of the area, almost right in front of the  
truck, there will be a large container half buried in the snow which  
contains the final piece of evidence. (Thanks RodgerTheShrubber). 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Episode 4 - Part 3 - Deadly Cargo [EP43] 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

1. After you got out of the cargo hold, pass through the next room,  
open the door and then there will be a long hallway. Turn to your right,  
on the back side of that hallway, there will be a hidden evidence lying  
on the floor. 

2. In the next room, you should see two guards looking something  
at the computer. Next to the computer there will be a hidden evidence 
lying on the floor. 

3. In the second section of the cargo hold (after you go down the hatch),  
after you see a big truck, go around behind it. And next to truck's back  
wheel, there is a hidden evidence lying on the floor. 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Episode 5 - Shifting Sands [EP5] 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Episode 5 - Part 1 - Operation Canyon Storm [EP51] 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

1. At the start, before you ask the soldier to get into the tank, go toward the  
right section. Climb up, and climb up again. There will be a dead body  
with a hidden evidence. Use EDSU to help. 

2. When you are asked to defuse the second mine, go toward the  
'barbed wood' area, Opposite to the tank. At the corner there is a hidden  
evidence lying on the ground. Use EDSU to help. 

3. Got it by defusing the second mine. 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Episode 5 - Part 2 - Our Hidden Past [EP52] 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

1. Before you travel with the RTL (for the first time in this level), go toward  
the back area, there will be a cave and the hidden evidence is lying  
there, use EDSU to help. 

2. Before you jumped down the AZL (the second AZL in this level) and  
meet the soldier which you must protect, go to the right direction, and the  
hidden evidence is lying there, again use EDSU to help. 

3. After you met Boomer and killed hordes of guards, before you enter  
the cave, go to the right section and climb the cliff, strafe to your right and  
drop down near a turret gun. Next to the turret is a hidden evidence.  



Use EDSU to help. 

4. When Logan ask Boomer to destroy a grate, next to the grate there is  
a dead body, and on him there is a hidden evidence. 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Episode 5 - Part 3 - Desert Flames [EP53] 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

1. Before you climb the cart to the next section. Shoot down the pulley that's  
holding the big crate. Climb the crate to enter the room upstair. Pick up the  
hidden evidence lying on top of one of the crate. Use EDSU to help. 

2. Before you kick the door to the next area, go back toward the hall and  
use your EDSU googles. Look up to the ceiling and there will be  
'breakble planks' (shown as yellow). Shoot them down and climb up. the  
hidden evidence is lying next to the 'Over Under' weapon crate. 

3. After you met Lian, go back to her cell, and get the hidden evidence  
lying on the chair.  

4. After the scene where Lian explains about Shen's diagram, go toward  
that diagram and pick it up as a hidden evidence.  

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Episode 6 - Shattered Destiny [EP6] 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Episode 6 - Part 1 - The Long Descent [EP61] 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

1. After shutting off the second valve, the hidden evidence is located at the  
bottom of the main structure in the middle of the pool. Use EDSU to help. 

2. After you disabled the spillway, kill the guards and go to the room where  
all of the guards came out. There will be a dead body and a hidden  
evidence on him. Don't worry about the timer, you can re-do it as  
many time as you want. 

3. After the scene where Lian blow up the truck, go back down to the pool.  
Go toward the transformers that you blew up and you will find the hidden  
evidence (truck piece) at the far end. (Thanks grendel666). 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Episode 6 - Part 2 - Powerless [EP62] 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

1. On your way to disable the second turbine,  there is a ladder that goes up  
and around a huge pipe. Descend to the other side and climb the ladder  
at the opposite end, the hidden evidence is lying next to an ammo box. 

2. On your way to push the elevator button, before you jump into the pool,  
look for a small corner with pipes in the middle. Behind the pipe is a  
hidden evidence. 

3. Before you go up the elevator, go toward the door on the end of the  
pool room. Follow it and then jump to the big pool. At the bottom of the  
pool, there is a dead body and a hidden evidence. Use EDSU to help  



to spot the body. 

4. After the above evidence (#3), rise out of the water get a breather and  
use your EDSU goggles. Dive back and look for gratings. Shoot the mines  
that surround the gratings and continue to the next pool room. Rise up and  
get the hidden evidence that is lying next to the machinery/RPK weapon box. 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Episode 6 - Part 3 - Disintegration [EP63] 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

1. After you open the door with the computer. Go toward the back corner of that  
small area, and you will find a pair of glasses on the floor next to a file  
cabinet or machinery. Use EDSU to help. (Thanks Escaler). 

2. When you encounter your the second flare, DON'T shoot the nearby mine!!!  
Kill the guards with IR goggles, then disarm the mine. Afterward get the hidden  
evidence (with the help of EDSU) which is just across the mine on top of the  
boxes. (Thanks Escaler). 

3. After you pressed 5-4-3 on the control panel, go back to the control panel 
again and press 8-9-8. (Thanks Escaler). 

4. Before you un-jammed the crane, go toward the left back of the room, climb  
the pipe and shimmy to the right. Drop down and get the hidden evidence.  
Use EDSU to help. 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Episode 6 - Part 4 - Leading the Blind [EP64] 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

1.Before you turn the valve, hack the computer. (Thanks edpeterson).  

2.When you have to remove the X-Z-2 devices, go toward the 'dead' device  
on the back corner. In front of it is a hidden evidence. (Thanks edpeterson).  

3. In the room that AS suit guys come out of, there is some evidence hidden  
behind the first boxes that you see on your right. Use EDSU to help.  
(Thanks shinrai2).  

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Episode 6 - Part 5 - With Violent Intent [EP65] 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

No hidden evidence in this part. 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Episode 7 - Bonus Mission [EP7] 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Episode 7 - Part 1 - Killing Time [EP71] 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

1. Near the helicopter, look toward the bottom side of the 'cliff wall' and  
there will be a flag, 'interact' with it to get the evidence. 
(Thanks edpeterson).  

2. Go toward the deck of the ship (roof of this level), and look for a  



'cable rolls'. There are only 3 of them, and counting from the left, go  
between the 2nd and the 3rd. You will see cables tied up to a structure  
and a 'torn map'. 'Interact' with the map. (Thanks Escaler). 

3. Collect all 16 valuables (Thanks rfahey22 and Escaler). 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Episode 7 - Part 2 - Lian's First Time [EP72] 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

1 and 2: You will obtain it by killing all the enemies. (Thanks rfahey22). 

3: After Lian kills her target and you take out the two bodyguards outside his  
room, the hotel manager will come out of the main door. Take him out for  
the third piece of evidence. (Thanks rfahey22). 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Episode 7 - Part 3 - Shadowed [EP73] 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

1. Don't let Gabe die (you can't retry a checkpoint). (Thanks Escaler). 

2. Finish the level. 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Episode 7 - Part 4 - Behind the Scenes [EP74] 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

1. After the smoke question mark, there is a question mark ahead. Look to your  
right and move to the cave there. The hidden evidence is inside.  
(Thanks ShaymusGiven). 

2. At the question mark where it explains the barbed wire as diamond shape  
boxes, go to your left. There is a place to climb up. Climb and move up.  
Hidden evidence is in a cave, near the skybox question mark. 
(Thanks ShaymusGiven). 

3. At the question mark asking you to detonate the bridge, DO NOT detonate.  
Instead climb up and cross to the other side using the bridge. Hidden Evidence  
is inside the cave. (Thanks ShaymusGiven). 

4. At the bridge where you can't cross over the barbed wire, drop to your right, 
and shimmy to the right until you can climb up the bridge again. There is an  
RTL line. Move up the line, right of the bridge. Drop down at the ledge and move 
ahead. Hidden evidence is inside the lower cave. (Thanks ShaymusGiven). 

5. From the evidence above (#4), climb up, and walk to the opposite area of the  
forth evidence. You should see some kind of small curve wall. Around that area  
look really close / walk, because the hidden evidence is lying in the middle of 
the ground, but due to its color, it's hard to spot. (Thanks Escaler). 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Episode 7 - Part 5 - Left Behind [EP75] 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

1. After the third car, you will see many long hollow barrels. Shoot the first  
set of barrels to get the first evidence, which was underneath the set.  
(Thanks Escaler). 

2. Shoot the 2nd set of barrels. (Thanks Escaler). 



3. Shoot the last set of barrels. (Thanks Escaler). 

That's it! Congratulations! You found all of the hidden evidence in this game. 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
4. FAQ [FAQ] 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Q: Your list is wrong! I can't find the evidence. 
A: Try using your EDSU goggles and look again, sometime it helps alot. If you  
still can't find it, email me. My email is in the contact section [CONT]. 

Q: I found some mistake in your list. 
A: If you don't mind, please email me about the mistake. My email is in the  
contact section [CONT]. 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
5. Contact [CONT] 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Please email me at the following address if you find any discrepancy or mistake 
in the list. May it be typos, grammar or such. Comments are welcomed too. 

coolerweb2[AT]gmail[DOT]com 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
6. Legal Information [LEGAL] 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

This list/FAQ may be reproduced freely. However credits must be given where it 
is due. Contributor's names must be written as depicted in the list above. 

All trademarks and names belong to their respective owners. 

Copyright 2007, Coolerweb. 

This document is copyright coolerweb and hosted by VGM with permission.


